Press Release

Modern dining culture in the hotel and restaurant sector
BAUSCHER presents new items by Purity and Playground

Weiden, Germany, February 2018. Nominated for the 2016 German Design Award, the
Purity collection has continued to captivate the international luxury hotel and restaurant
sector with its merging of design and functionality.
The multi-purpose porcelain pieces from the Purity collection are particularly well-suited to
a buffet, where they can showcase the wide array of current food trends. BAUSCHER will
present how well Purity allows freedom of culinary imagination in this context at the Intergastra, Ambiente and Internorga trade shows this spring.

For creative freedom at the buffet: Purity Square
Modern buffets focus increasingly on fresh, finely-portioned offerings. This is where the
new square platters and plates by Purity Square come into play, enabling an appetizing
presentation of pre-portioned dishes even in the tightest space. Just as crucial for every
buffet are large platters from which the guests can serve themselves – here too, Purity
Square offers a large selection. A special feature is the matching lateral dimensions,
which enable versatile combinations and arrangements.
Other items from the Purity collection are also perfectly suited to the requirements at the
buffet. The bowls and dishes from Purity Classic are the perfect solution for presenting the
wide range of buffet delicacies. Furthermore, with the elegant round plates and oval platters by Purity Coup, BAUSCHER provides an interesting alternative to the classic rimmed
range. Their minimalist design is given an exquisitely delicate touch through the fineness
of the innovative Noble China material.

Invitation to combine to your heart's desire: Playground
Based loosely on the principle of mix and match, the items from the Purity collection can
also be combined with the many products from the Playground ‘distributed by
BAUSCHER’ trend range. Exceptional visual effects and surprising table settings can be
created, as Playground steals the show with the use of creative materials such as wood,
leather, slate, marble, glass and metal. The warm appeal of the new LOFT wooden

presentation boards goes perfectly with the elegant BoneWhite hue by Purity, for example
– and not just on the breakfast buffet. Attractive material contrasts and individually-tailored
food presentations are also created when combined with the wooden inserts and menages by Ananti, which are made to fit with Purity Square.
Taking the limelight with thermal qualities, the new Amuse bowls made from temperatureresistant borosilicate glass are perfect for breakfast cereals, appetizers, small soups or
dessert creations, and are especially practical on the buffet. Dishes can also be presented
vertically with the small glass bowls as they can be stacked simply and securely. A Far
East-inspired highlight of the current Playground range are the black Sketch platters made
from shimmering matt ceramic in three different sizes. With their unusual aesthetics, they
are reminiscent of Japanese calligraphy and provide a unique, high-contrast backdrop for
fish and seafood creations, for example.

Stylish Purity patterns, from the noble to the oriental
The Purity products come in many attractive patterns. BAUSCHER is currently expanding
the successful Pearls pattern (previous variants Dark and Light) with the new Pearls Metallic variant. In its Gold and Copper versions, this fits perfectly with a wide variety of gastronomic concepts and has an unassuming, warm elegance that allows for innovative and
surprising food presentations. In addition to the visual appeal with its fine shine, the tactile
properties of Pearls also impress as the pattern is not only eye-catching, but you can really feel it too.
Patterns with motifs and ornaments borrowed from folklore are also gaining in popularity.
The new Fine Ornaments patterns on Purity Square reflect this: four patterns with delicately transposed ornamentation in shades of blue and terracotta evoke a Mediterranean
atmosphere. At the same time, Fine Ornaments provides for interesting clashes of style in
classic flying buffets and offers a modern setting for moments of culinary delight through
its all-over graphic appeal.
The two new patterns Natural and Soft Gray represent a subtly-colored alternative to the
classic BoneWhite. The structured surfaces on Purity Coup and Purity Square are reminiscent of fine-grained wood or airy silk and therefore radiate a timeless elegance.
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Images:
Purity buffet scene combined with the Loft wooden
presentation board and the Amuse Bowls (Playground range)

Purity pattern Pearls Metallic Gold and Copper

Playground Sketch platter

Purity Square pattern Fine Ornaments

Purity pattern Natural and Soft Gray combined with Playground
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